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Give Cold Weather The Cold Shoulder With 

Huntworth’s Men’s Heavy Weight Bonded Soft Shell Jacket 

 

Pittsburgh, PA (December 15, 2019) – Huntworth® continues to exceed expectations of quality and price 

with the addition of a new heavy weight bonded soft shell jacket to its extensive line of hunting clothing 

and accessories that feature innovative technologies, forward thinking designs and the performance and 

durability to help hunters be successful. 

 

The new #9367 Men’s Heavy Weight Bonded Soft Shell Jacket is engineered to help hunters perform 

during cold weather hunts. Everything from the standing collar with chin guard to the drop tail hem with 

integrated, adjustable cordlocks is designed to encapsulate body heat for enhanced comfort. InVelvet® 

fleece is bonded to a waterproof breathable film and thick Sherpa fleece for a combined weight of 

approximately 370g. Microban® antimicrobial product protection treatment on the bonded Sherpa 

fleece provides the scent reduction that hunters desire. A durable water repellent finish sheds moisture 

and light snow. Tailored arm construction allows for smooth, easy movement while drawing a bow or 

climbing a tree stand. Convenient, secure storage is within reach with two zip chest pockets, two zip 

hand pockets and two interior stash pockets. A safety harness access hole is available at the back of the 

full zip front jacket. 

 

This garment features Tarnen™ camo, the latest advancement in camouflage from Huntworth. The 

organic elements of Huntworth’s proprietary Tarnen camo pattern enable hunters to blend into their 

surroundings. Tarnen provides superior concealment by using forms found in nature, distorting them to 

introduce randomness and adding layers for visual depth. 

 

“Huntworth’s new Heavy Weight Bonded Soft Shell Jacket keeps hunters warm and ready,” explained 

Neal Ash, President and CEO. “Even though they can see their breath, hunters will be able to wait 

silently and patiently for the buck they’ve been watching on their trail cam.” 

 

The #9367 Men’s Heavy Weight Bonded Soft Shell Jacket feature Huntworth’s proprietary Tarnen™ 

camo pattern and is available in men’s sizes M, L, XL and XXL. Suggested retail price for the soft shell 

jacket starts at $149.99. 

 

Look for the new Heavy Weight Bonded Soft Shell Jacket from Huntworth® at your favorite outdoor or 

online retailer in August 2020. For more information, visit HuntworthGear.com 

 

 



 

About Huntworth
®

 

For years, the designers at Huntworth® have been creating great fitting and functional apparel and 

accessories. Our in-house product design team works relentlessly to integrate cutting edge design 

elements, crossing over from other extreme sports for a next-gen approach to hunting apparel. Our 

mission is simple: ruthless innovation and performance. Huntworth continues to exceed your 

expectations in both quality and price. HuntworthGear.com 
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Editor’s Note: Please use website URL for contact information. If a phone number is required, use 

877.945.6837. 

 

 

 

 

 


